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Abstract

Self-training emerges as an important research001
line on domain adaptation. By taking the002
model’s prediction as the pseudo labels of003
the unlabeled data, self-training bootstraps the004
model with pseudo instances in the target005
domain. However, the prediction errors of006
pseudo labels (label noise) challenge the per-007
formance of self-training. To address this008
problem, previous approaches only use reli-009
able pseudo instances, i.e., pseudo instances010
with high prediction confidence, to retrain the011
model. Although these strategies effectively012
reduce the label noise, they are prone to miss013
the hard examples. In this paper, we propose a014
new self-training framework for domain adap-015
tation, namely Domain adversarial learning en-016
hanced Self-Training Framework (DaMSTF).017
Firstly, DaMSTF involves meta-learning to es-018
timate the importance of each pseudo instance,019
so as to simultaneously reduce the label noise020
and preserve hard examples. Secondly, we de-021
sign a meta constructor for constructing the022
meta validation set, which guarantees the ef-023
fectiveness of the meta-learning module by im-024
proving the quality of the meta validation set.025
Thirdly, we find that the meta-learning mod-026
ule suffers from the training guidance vanish-027
ment and tends to converge to an inferior op-028
timal. To this end, we employ domain ad-029
versarial learning as a heuristic neural net-030
work initialization method, which can help the031
meta-learning module converge to a better op-032
timal. Theoretically and experimentally, we033
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed034
DaMSTF. On the cross-domain sentiment clas-035
sification task, DaMSTF improves the perfor-036
mance of BERT with an average of nearly 4%.037

1 Introduction038

Domain adaptation, which aims to adapt the model039

trained on the source domain to the target domain,040

attracts much attention in Natural Language Pro-041

cessing (NLP) applications(Du et al., 2020; Chen042

et al., 2021; Lu et al., 2022). Since domain adapta- 043

tion involves labeled data from the source domain 044

and unlabeled data from the target domain, it can 045

be regarded as a semi-supervised learning prob- 046

lem. From this perspective, self-training, a classi- 047

cal semi-supervised learning approach, emerges a 048

prospective research direction on domain adapta- 049

tion (Zou et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2021). 050

Self-training consists of a series of loops over 051

the pseudo labeling phase and model retraining 052

phase. In the pseudo labeling phase, self-training 053

takes the model’s prediction as the pseudo labels for 054

the unlabeled data from the target domain. Based 055

on these pseudo-labeled instances, self-training re- 056

trains the current model in the model retraining 057

phase. The trained model can be adapted to the 058

target domain by repeating these two phases. Due 059

to the prediction errors, there exists label noise in 060

pseudo instances, which challenges self-training 061

approaches (Zhang et al., 2017). 062

Previous self-training approaches usually in- 063

volve a data selection process to reduce the la- 064

bel noise, i.e., preserving the reliable pseudo in- 065

stances and discarding the remaining ones. In gen- 066

eral, higher prediction confidence implies higher 067

prediction correctness, so existing self-training ap- 068

proaches prefer the pseudo instances with high pre- 069

diction confidence (Zou et al., 2019; Shin et al., 070

2020). However, fitting the model on these easy 071

pseudo instances cannot effectively improve the 072

model, as the model is already confident about its 073

prediction. On the contrary, pseudo instances with 074

low prediction confidence can provide more infor- 075

mation for improving the model, but contain more 076

label noise at the same time. 077

To simultaneously reduce the label noise and 078

preserve hard examples, we propose to involve in 079

meta-learning to reweight pseudo instances. Within 080

a learning-to-learn schema, the meta-learning mod- 081

ule learns to estimate the importance of every 082

pseudo instance, and then, allocates different in- 083
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stance weights to different pseudo instances. Ide-084

ally, hard and correct pseudo instances will be as-085

signed larger weights, while easy or error pseudo086

instances will be assigned smaller weights. To087

achieve this, the process in the meta-learning mod-088

ule is formulated as a bi-level hyperparameters op-089

timization problem (Franceschi et al., 2018), where090

instance weights are taken as the hyperparameters091

and determined by a series of meta-training steps092

and meta-validation steps. In the meta-training093

step, the model is virtually updated on the meta-094

training set with respect to the current instance095

weights. In the meta validation step, we validate096

the virtually updated model with an unbiased meta097

validation set, and optimize the instance weights098

with the training guidance back-propagated from099

the validation performance.100

According to the analysis in (Ren et al., 2018),101

a high-quality meta validation set, which is clean102

and unbiased to the test set, is important for the ef-103

fectiveness of the meta-learning algorithm. To this104

end, we propose a meta constructor oriented to the105

domain adaptation scenario. At each self-training106

iteration, the meta constructor selects out the most107

reliable pseudo instances and inserts them into the108

meta validation set. Since the instances in the meta109

validation set are all from the target domain and110

vary along with the self-training iterations, the data111

distribution in the constructed meta validation set112

approximates the one in the target domain. Thus,113

the meta constructor reduces the bias of the meta114

validation set. On the other hand, selecting the115

most reliable pseudo instances can reduce the label116

noise, making the meta validation set cleaner.117

Another challenge for the meta-learning module118

is the training guidance vanishment, referring to119

the gradient vanishment on hyperparameters. With120

a theoretical analysis, we attribute this problem121

to the gradient vanishment on the meta validation122

set. To this end, we introduce a domain adversarial123

learning module to perturb the model’s parameters,124

thereby increasing the model’s gradients on the125

meta validation set. In DaMSTF, we also interpret126

the domain adversarial learning module as a heuris-127

tic neural network initialization method. Before128

the model retraining phase, the domain adversarial129

learning module first initializes the model’s param-130

eters by aligning the model’s feature space. For131

domain adaptation, the global optimal refers to the132

state where the model’s parameters are agnostic133

to the domain information but discriminative to134

the task information. Thus, the training process in 135

the domain adversarial learning module makes the 136

model’s parameters closer to the global optimal, 137

serving as a heuristic neural network initialization. 138

Our contributions can be summarized as follows: 139

140• We propose a new self-training framework 141

to realize domain adaptation, named Domain 142

adversarial learning enhanced Meta Self 143

Training Framework (DaMSTF), which involves 144

meta-learning to simultaneously reduce the label 145

noise and preserve hard examples. 146

• We propose a meta constructor to construct the 147

meta validation set, which guarantees the effec- 148

tiveness of the meta-learning module. 149

• We theoretically point out the training guidance 150

vanishment problem in the meta-learning mod- 151

ule and propose to address this problem with a 152

domain adversarial learning module. 153

• Theoretically, We analyze the effectiveness of 154

the DaMSTF in achieving domain adaptation. 155

Experimentally, we validate the DaMSTF on two 156

popular models, i.e., BERT for the sentiment 157

analysis task and BiGCN for the rumor detection 158

task, with four benchmark datasets. 159

2 Problem Formulation 160

We denote the set that involves all instances in 161

the source domain as DS , and denote the set that 162

contains all instances in the target domain as DT . 163

From DS , we can obtain a labeled dataset for train- 164

ing, i.e., DS = {(xi, yi)}Ni=1. In text classification 165

tasks, the input xi is a text from the input space 166

X , the corresponding label yi is a C-dimensional 167

one-hot label vector, i.e., yi ∈ {0, 1}C , where C 168

is the number of classes. Based on DS , we learn 169

a hypothesis, h : X → {0, 1}C . Since DS comes 170

from DS (i.e., DS ⊆ DS), the learned hypothesis 171

h usually performs well on DS . When we transfer 172

the hypothesis h from DS to DT , h may perform 173

poorly due to the domain shift. The goal of domain 174

adaptation is to adapt the hypothesis h to DT . 175

In general, unlabeled text in the target domain 176

is available (Gururangan et al., 2020). We de- 177

note the unlabeled target domain dataset as Du
T = 178

{(xm)}Um=1, where xm ∈ X is a text input. In 179

some cases, we can even access an in-domain 180

dataset, i.e., a small set of labeled data in the target 181

domain, which is denoted as Dl
T = {(xj , yj)}Lj=1 182

(xi ∈ X and yi ∈ {0, 1}C). When Dl
T = ∅, 183

the task is a case of unsupervised domain adap- 184

tation (Wilson and Cook, 2020). Otherwise, the 185
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Figure 1: An overview of the DaMSTF. Red arrows
indicate the training process of the model, while blue
and green arrows indicate the data flow.

task is a case of semi-supervised domain adapta-186

tion (Saito et al., 2019).187

3 Methodology188

3.1 Model Overview189

DaMSTF inherits the basic framework of self-190

training, which consists of iterations over the191

“Pseudo Labeling” phase and the “Model Retrain-192

ing” phase. To achieve domain adaptation, self-193

training simultaneously optimizes the model’s pa-194

rameters and the pseudo labels with Eq. (1).195

min
θ,ŶT

Lst(θ, ŶT )=
∑

(xk,yk)∈DS

E(Φ(xk; θ), yk)+196

∑
xi∈DuT

E(Φ(xi; θ), ŷ(xi)) (1)197

198 where ŶT = [ŷ1, ŷ2, . . . , ŷ|DuT |]
T denotes the199

pseudo label set of the unlabeled target domain200

data, Φθ denotes the model under the hypothesis201

(h), and θ denotes the model’s parameters.202

In the pseudo labeling phase, DaMSTF predicts203

the unlabeled data in the target domain, and the204

predictions are taken as pseudo labels. Then, these205

pseudo instances are sent to the meta construc-206

tor. For the instances with high prediction con-207

fidence, the meta constructor uses them to expand208

the meta validation set. For the remaining ones,209

the meta constructor uses them to construct the210

meta-training set.211

In the model retraining phase, DaMSTF first212

trains the model in the domain adversarial training213

module to align the feature space. Then, the model214

is trained in the meta-learning module. Afterward,215

DaMSTF backs to the pseudo labeling phase to216

start another self-training iteration.217

Fig. 1 shows the structure of DaMSTF, and Al-218

gorithm 1 presents the corresponding pseudo-code.219

Algorithm 1 DaMSTF
Require: labeled source dataset DS , unlabeled target dataset

Du
T , in-domain dataset Dl

T

1: Pretrain θ on DS , DM ← Dl
T

2: while the termination criteria is not met do
3: Compute pseudo label ŶT on Du

T

4: H = −ŶT ∗ log(ŶT )
5: Sort theDp

T with respect toH in ascending order, and
denote the first K data as DE , the remaining data as Dtr

T

6: DM = Dl
T ∪DE

7: DOMAINADVERSARIAL(DS ∪Du
T , θF , ϑ)

8: METALEARNING(DS ∪Dtr
T , θ, w)

9: end while
10: function METALEARNING(D, θ, w)
11: for training batch B in D do
12: for t=1→ TM do
13: Compute θ̂(wt) via Eq. (3)
14: Compute weight wt+1 via Eq. (7)
15: end for
16: w∗ ← wTM , update θ with Eq. (8)
17: end for
18: return θ, w
19: end function
20: function DOMAINADVERSARIAL(D, θF , ϑ)
21: for training batch B in D do
22: for t=1→ TD do
23: ϑ = ϑ− η1OϑLDA(θF , ϑ,B)
24: end for
25: for t=1→ TG do
26: θF = θF + η2OθLDA(θF , ϑ,B)
27: end for
28: end for
29: return θ, ϑ
30: end function

3.2 Meta-Learning Module 220

As described in Fig. 1, the meta-learning module 221

involves a series of loops over the “Meta Training” 222

step and “Meta Validation” step to optimize the 223

hyper-parameters and the model parameters. 224

Meta Training. The training batch in the meta 225

training phase, i.e., B = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . .}, 226

merges the labeled data from the source domain 227

with the pseudo labeled data from the target do- 228

main. The supervision on the pseudo instances is 229

the pseudo-label, and the supervision on the labeled 230

instances is the ground-truth label. We compute 231

the risk loss on the training batch with Eq. (2): 232

LT (θ,wt,B) =
1

|B|
∑

xi,yi∈B

wt
iE(Φ(xi; θ), yi) (2) 233

234where |B| is the size of B, E is the loss function, 235

w1,w2, . . . ,w|B| are the extra hyperparameters in- 236

troduced in the meta-learning module, i.e., a set of 237

instance weights indicating the importance of each 238

training example. In the meta training step, we 239

derive a virtual update on the model with Eq. (3): 240

θ̂(wt) = θ − ηOθLT (θ,wt,B) (3) 241

242
where η is the learning rate. 243
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Meta Validation After being virtually updated in244

the meta training phase, the model is validated on245

the meta validation set DM with Eq. (4):246

LM (θ̂(wt)) =
1

|DM |
·

∑
xj ,yj∈DM

E(Φ(xj ; θ̂(w
t)), yj) (4)247

248
where E is the loss function, |DM | is the size of249

the meta validation set. By backpropagating the250

performance on the meta validation set, we derive251

the training guidance for updating the instance252

weights on the training batch as below:253

∂LM (θ̂(w))

∂w
=

∂LM (θ̂(w))

∂θ̂(w)
· ∂θ̂(w)

∂w
(5)254

255 To reduce the computation cost, we take the256

method in (Liu et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2021) to257

approximate the training guidance, as below:258

∂LM (θ̂(w))

∂w
=

OwLT (θ+,wt,B)− OwLT (θ−,wt,B)

2ε
(6)259

260 where ε is a small scalar coefficient for approxima-261

tion, θ+ and θ− are computed by the following:262

θ
+

= θ + ε ·
∂LM (θ̂(w))

∂θ̂(w)
, θ

−
= θ − ε ·

∂LM (θ̂(w))

∂θ̂(w)
263

264 Based on the computed training guidance, we265

obtain the optimal instance weights (marked as266

w∗) with gradient descent algorithm, as described267

in Eq. (7). Further, we update θ with Eq. (8):268

wt+1 = wt − γ · ∂LM (θ̂(w))
∂w

(7)269

θt+1 = θt − ηOθLT (θ,w∗,B) (8)270

271
After the above process is completed on the train-272

ing batch B, another training batch will be selected273

to start the meta-learning phase again, as shown in274

lines 15-21 in Algorithm 1.275

3.3 Meta Constructor276

In previous studies, the meta validation set is con-277

structed by collecting a set of labeled data that278

have the same distribution as the test set (Ren et al.,279

2018; Shu et al., 2019). However, such practice is280

not acceptable in domain adaptation, as we are not281

aware of the data distribution of the target domain282

during the training phase.283

To this end, we propose a meta constructor to284

construct a meta validation set that approximates285

the target domain. Specifically, we select the reli-286

able instances from the pseudo-labeled data as the287

instances in the meta validation set. To evaluate288

the reliability of each of the pseudo instances, we289

compute their prediction entropy via Eq. (9):290

H(xi) = −
C∑
c=1

(Φ(c|xi; θ) · log(Φ(c|xi; θ))) (9)291

292

where Φ(c|xi; θ) is the probability of the instance 293

xi belongs to the cth category. 294

In general, a lower prediction entropy indicates a 295

higher prediction correctness (Nguyen et al., 2020). 296

Thus, we first sort the Dp
T (pseudo labeled dataset) 297

in ascending order according to their prediction 298

entropy. Then, the top-rankedK instances, denoted 299

as DE , are selected as the validation instances, and 300

the remaining pseudo samples, denoted as Dtr
T , are 301

preserved in the meta training set. 302

In the semi-supervised domain adaptation, we 303

take the in-domain dataset to initialize the meta 304

validation dataset and use DE to expand the meta 305

validation set along with the self-training iterations. 306

In the unsupervised domain adaptation, where the 307

in-domain dataset is empty, we directly take DE 308

as the meta validation set. The above process is 309

detailed in lines 2-8 of Algorithm 1. 310

Here, meta constructor is an important knot that 311

combines meta-learning and self-training. On the 312

one hand, traditional machine learning approaches 313

cannot exploit the pseudo instances with high pre- 314

diction entropy, due to the inherent label noise. In 315

this case, the meta constructor uses them to con- 316

struct the meta training set, as the meta-learning 317

module is tolerant to the label noise in the meta- 318

training set. On the other hand, pseudo instances 319

with low prediction entropy cannot provide extra 320

information for improving the model but contain 321

less label noise. In this case, the meta constructor 322

uses them to validate the model, i.e., uses them to 323

construct or expand the meta validation set, which 324

can improve the quality of the meta validation set. 325

3.4 Domain Adversarial Learning 326

As theoretically explained in § 4.1, the training 327

guidance would not be indicative if the model’s 328

gradient on the validation instance is negligible. 329

The presence of domain adversarial learning can 330

prevent the gradient vanishment on the meta valida- 331

tion set, thereby preventing the training guidance 332

vanishment. On the other hand, domain adversarial 333

learning can explicitly align the feature space along 334

with the self-training iterations. 335

To present the details in the domain adversarial 336

learning module, we divide the model Φ(•; θ) into 337

two parts: the feature extraction layer ΦF (•; θF ) 338

and the task-specific layer Φc(•; θc). Usually, θc 339

is the parameters of the last layer in the model, 340

whose output is the prediction probability of each 341
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category. The prediction process in the model is:342

Φ(xi; θ) = Φc(ΦF (xi; θF ); θc) (10)343

344 Following Ganin et al. (2016), we introduce an345

extra domain discriminator to discriminate the in-346

stances’ domains, i.e., ϕ(•;ϑ), where ϑ is the pa-347

rameters. On a training batch B, the risk loss for348

domain adversarial learning is:349

LDA(θF , ϑ,B) =
1

|B|
∑

xi,di∈B

E(ϕ(ΦF (xi; θF );ϑ), di) (11)350

351 where di is a one-hot vector representing the do-352

main of xi, E is the cross-entropy function. The353

specific training process of the proposed domain354

adversarial learning module is depicted in Algo-355

rithm 1, lines 25-35.356

4 Theoretical Analysis357

This section first introduces the training guidance358

vanishment problem and then explains the effective-359

ness of DaMSTF in achieving domain adaptation.360

The proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 are de-361

tailed in Appendix. A and Appendix. B.362

4.1 Training Guidance Vanishment363

Theorem 1. Let wi be the weight of the training364

instance i, denoted as (xi, yi), in B, the gradient365

of wi on LM can be represented by the similarity366

between the gradients on training instance i and367

the gradients on the meta validation set:368

∂LM (θ̂(w))

∂wi
= − η

|B| ·[
1

|DM |

|DM |∑
j=1

~gθ̂(xj , yj)
T ]·~gθ(xi, yi)369

370 where 1
|DM |

∑|DM |
j=1 ~gθ̂(xj , yj)

T is the gradients of371

θ̂ on DM , ~giθ(xi, yi) is the gradients of θ on the372

training instance i, η is the learning rate in Eq. (3)373

According to Theorem 1, ∂LM (θ̂(w))
∂wi

is not374

indicative for every training instance if the375

model’s gradient on the meta validation set (i.e.,376
1
|DM |

∑|DM |
j=1 ~gθ̂(xj , yj)) is very small, which we377

named as the training guidance vanishment prob-378

lem. In DaMSTF, the meta-learning module is379

challenged by the training guidance vanishment380

problem from the following aspects.381

Firstly, the meta validation set is much smaller382

than the meta training set, so the model converges383

faster on the meta validation set than that on the384

meta training set. Considering the optimization on385

neural networks is non-convex, the model can con-386

verge to an inferior optimal if it converges too early387

on the meta validation set. In this case, the model’s388

gradient on the meta validation set is very small,389

which results in the training guidance vanishment.390

Secondly, the instances in DE are the ones with 391

small prediction entropy. Since the supervision for 392

the pseudo instances is exactly the model’s predic- 393

tions, lower prediction entropy results in lower risk 394

loss. Then, the gradients back-propagated from the 395

risk loss are negligible, which also results in the 396

training guidance vanishment. 397

4.2 Theoretical Explanation of DaMSTF 398

The disagreement and H∆H-distance were first 399

proposed in Ben-David et al. (2010) and have been 400

widely applied to analyze the effectiveness of do- 401

main adaptation approaches (Saito et al., 2019; Du 402

et al., 2020). For any two different hypotheses h1 403

and h2, disagreement εD(h1, h2) quantifies the dis- 404

crepancy of their different predictions on a specific 405

dataset D. When h2 is an ideal hypothesis that can 406

correctly map all instances in D, εD(h1, h2) also 407

represents the error rate of the hypothesis h1 on 408

dataset D, abbreviated as εD(h1). H∆H-distance 409

is a metric for evaluating the divergence of the data 410

distribution between two datasets, which is only 411

relevant to the input space of the datasets. 412

Based on the disagreement and H∆H-distance, 413

we conclude Theorem 2 for the proposed DaMSTF. 414

Theorem 2. Assume there exists an ideal hypoth- 415

esis, denoted as h∗, which correctly maps all in- 416

stances in the target domain to their groud-truth 417

labels. In the self-training iteration t, let εDlT (ht) 418

and εDE (ht) be the error rate of the hypothesis ht 419

on Dl
T and DE , respectively. Then, the error rate 420

of the hypothesis ht on the target domain is upper 421

bounded by: 422

εDT (ht) ≤ εDl
T
∪DE (ht) +

1

2
dH∆H(DT , Dl

T ∪DE) 423

+ρ · εDE (h∗, ht−1) 424

425
where ρ = |DE |

|DlT |+|DE |
is a coefficient related to the 426

size of Dl
T and DE , εDlT∪DE (ht) is the error rate 427

of the hypothesis ht on the union of Dl
T and DE . 428

Based on Theorem 2, we demonstrate the effec- 429

tiveness of DaMSTF from the following aspects. 430

Firstly, expanding the meta validation set can 431

decrease the second term in Theorem 2, i.e., 432
1
2dH∆H(DT , Dl

T ∪DE), thereby reducing the up- 433

per bound of εDT (ht). Since H∆H-distance is 434

irrelevant to the label, the annotation errors in DE 435

have no effect on computing theH∆H-distance be- 436

tween DE and other datasets, so dH∆H(DT , Dl
T ∪ 437

DE) is smaller than dH∆H(DT , Dl
T ). Further- 438

more, as DE varies in each self-training itera- 439

tion, the DaMSTF can leverage the diversity of 440
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the unlabeled data in the target domain. Thus,441

dH∆H(DT , Dl
T ∪DE) is close to dH∆H(DT , Du

T )442

in the whole training process.443

Secondly, by selecting examples that have the444

lowest prediction entropy, the error rate on DE is445

much lower than that of the expected error rates on446

Dp
T , formally, εDE (h∗, ht−1) < εDpT

(h∗, ht−1). In447

other words, the data selection process in the meta448

constructor reduces the third term in Theorem 2,i.e.,449

ρ · εDE (h∗, ht−1).450

5 Experiments451

To validate the effectiveness of the DaMSTF,452

we conduct experiments on two popular models:453

BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and BiGCN (Bian et al.,454

2020). BERT is a pre-trained language model455

based on the transformer, which has achieved great456

success on NLP tasks. BiGCN is a neural network457

based on GCN (Graph Convolution Network (Kipf458

and Welling, 2017)), which is an important baseline459

for rumor detection tasks.460

Dataset On the rumor detection task, we con-461

duct experiments with the dataset TWITTER (Zu-462

biaga et al., 2016). The instances in the TWIT-463

TER dataset are collected with five topics, “Charlie464

Hebdo#”, “Germanwings Crash#”, “Ferguson#”,465

“Ottawa Shooting”, and “Sydney Siege” (abbrevi-466

ated as “Cha.”, “Ger.”, “Fer.”, “Ott.”, and “Syd.”).467

Thus, we categorized the instances into five do-468

mains. On the sentiment classification task, we con-469

duct experiments with the dataset Amazon (Blitzer470

et al., 2007). We follow the method in (He et al.,471

2018) to preprocess the Amazon dataset, and the472

resultant dataset consists of 8,000 instances from473

four domains: books, dvd, electronics, and kitchen.474

More statistics about the TWITTER dataset and475

the Amazon dataset can be found in Appendix D.476

Comparing Methods Since the DaMSTF can477

be customized to both semi-supervised and478

unsupervised domain adaptation scenarios, the479

baselines contain both unsupervised and semi-480

supervised domain adaptation approaches. For the481

unsupervised domain adaptation, Out (Chen et al.,482

2021), DANN (Ganin et al., 2016) and CRST (Zou483

et al., 2019) are selected as the baselines, while484

In+Out (Chen et al., 2021), MME (Saito et al.,485

2019), BiAT (Jiang et al., 2020), and Wind (Chen486

et al., 2021) are selected as the baselines for the487

semi-supervised domain adaptation. Out and488

In+Out are two straightforward ways for realizing489

unsupervised and semi-supervised domain adapta-490

tion, where Out means the base model is trained on 491

the out-of-domain data (i.e., labeled source domain 492

data) and In+Out means the base model is trained 493

on both the in-domain and the out-of-domain 494

data. The core of DANN is an adversarial learning 495

algorithm that takes the domain classification loss 496

as an auxiliary loss. CRST is also a self-training 497

method that uses a label regularization technique 498

to reduce the label noise from mislabeled data. 499

WIND is a meta-learning-based domain adaptation 500

approach that optimizes the weights of different 501

training instances. The difference between the 502

WIND and DaMSTF lies in that, (i) WIND only 503

use the labeled source data to construct the meta 504

training set, while the meta training set in the 505

DaMSTF contains both the labeled data from 506

the source domain and the pseudo data from the 507

target domain. (ii) WIND does not consider the 508

training guidance vanishment problem and the bias 509

between the test set (i.e., target domain) and the 510

meta validation set. 511

512Experiment Setup On the benchmark datasets, 513

we conduct domain adaptation experiments on ev- 514

ery domain. When one domain is taken as the 515

target domain for evaluation, the rest domains are 516

merged as the source domain. The unlabeled data 517

from the target domain are used for training the 518

model, and the labeled data from the target do- 519

main are used for testing and validating the model 520

(with a ratio of 7:3). Notes that the TWITTER 521

dataset does not contain extra unlabeled data, we 522

take 70% of the labeled data on the target domain 523

as the unlabeled data for training the model, and 524

the rest will be preserved for testing and validat- 525

ing the model. The experiments on TWITTER are 526

conducted on “Cha.”, “Fer.”, “Ott.”, and “Syd.”1. 527

More impelementation details are provided in Ap- 528

pendix C and the codes are available in https: 529

//github.com/anonymous/XXX.git. 530

5.1 Results 531

To validate the effectiveness of the meta self- 532

training, we conduct unsupervised and semi- 533

supervised domain adaptation experiments on two 534

benchmark datasets, i.e., BiGCN on TWITTER, 535

and BERT on Amazon. Since the rumor detec- 536

tion task focuses more on the ‘rumor’ category, 537

we evaluate different models by their F1 score in 538

classifying the ‘rumor’ category. On the sentiment 539

classification task, the prediction accuracy of dif- 540

1The labeled data in “Ger.” domain is too scare to provide
extra unlabeled data.
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Table 1: F1 score on the TWITTER and WEIBO

Base Model (BiGCN) Unsupervised domain adaptation Semi-Supervised domain adaptation
Out DANN CRST DaMSTF In+Out MME BiAT Wind DaMSTF

TWITTER

Cha. 0.561 0.501 0.563 0.635 0.586 0.601 0.547 0.552 0.649
Fer. 0.190 0.387 0.446 0.524 0.200 0.081 0.256 0.291 0.629
Ott. 0.575 0.544 0.709 0.753 0.599 0.612 0.614 0.633 0.843
Syd. 0.438 0.461 0.673 0.717 0.424 0.677 0.661 0.628 0.731
Mean 0.441 0.473 0.598 0.657 0.452 0.493 0.520 0.526 0.714

Table 2: Macro-F1 score on the Amazon dataset

Base Model (BERT) Unsupervised Domain Adaptation Semi-Supervised Domain Adaptation
Out DANN CRST DaMSTF In+Out MME BiAT Wind DaMSTF

books 0.882 0.887 0.878 0.931 0.890 0.896 0.891 0.890 0.947
dvd 0.831 0.864 0.845 0.917 0.882 0.893 0.888 0.904 0.935
electronics 0.871 0.914 0.877 0.925 0.918 0.906 0.926 0.917 0.941
kitchen 0.863 0.922 0.868 0.927 0.925 0.93 0.934 0.933 0.947
Mean 0.862 0.897 0.867 0.925 0.904 0.906 0.910 0.911 0.942

ferent classes is equally important, so we take the541

macro-F1 score to evaluate different models. For542

semi-supervised domain adaptation, 100 labeled543

instances in the target domain are taken as the in-544

domain dataset. The experiment results are listed545

in Tab. 1, Tab. 2.546

As shown in Tab. 1, Tab. 2, DaMSTF outper-547

forms all baseline approaches on all benchmark548

datasets. On the rumor detection task, DaMSTF549

surpasses the best baseline approaches (CRST for550

unsupervised domain adaptation, WIND for semi-551

supervised domain adaptation) by nearly 5% on552

average. For the “Fer.” domain, where most ap-553

proaches perform worse than the Out and In+Out,554

DaMSTF still achieves an F1 value of 0.629, which555

is 40% higher than that of the In+Out. On the556

sentiment classification task, DaMSTF also outper-557

forms other approaches. Under the unsupervised558

domain adaptation scenario, DaMSTF surpasses559

the best baseline approach (DANN on the Amazon560

dataset) by nearly 2% on average. Under the semi-561

supervised domain adaptation scenario, DaMSTF562

surpasses Wind, the best baseline approach on the563

Amazon dataset, by nearly 3% on average.564

5.2 Ablation Study565

This subsection presents an ablation study to un-566

derstand the effectiveness of the DaMSTF. As illus-567

trated in § 3 and § 4.2, DaMSTF combines meta-568

learning and self-training via two strategies: (i)569

expanding the meta validation set with a meta con-570

structor; (ii) preventing the training guidance van-571

ishment problem with a domain adversarial module.572

Thus, we separately remove the above strategies573

from the DaMSTF, yielding three different variants,574

namely DaMSTF - w/o E, DaMSTF - w/o D, and575

DaMSTF - w/o D, E. Compared with DaMSTF,576

DaMSTF - w/o E does not select examples to577

expand the meta validation set, which means all578

pseudo instances are preserved to the meta training 579

set. DaMSTF - w/o D removes the domain adver- 580

sarial module from the DaMSTF. DaMSTF - w/o D, 581

E removes both two strategies. Other experiment 582

settings are the same as § 5.1. We summarize the 583

results in Tab. 3, Tab. 4. 584
Table 3: Ablation Study on TWITTER

Domain Cha. Fer. Ott. Syd. Mean
DaMSTF 0.649 0.629 0.843 0.731 0.713
- w/o D 0.585 0.401 0.782 0.724 0.623
- w/o E 0.600 0.542 0.694 0.685 0.630

- w/o D, E 0.569 0.352 0.633 0.631 0.547

Table 4: Ablation Study on the Amazon dataset
Domain books dvd electronics kitchen Mean

DaMSTF 0.947 0.935 0.941 0.947 0.942
- w/o D 0.899 0.917 0.924 0.935 0.918
- w/o E 0.917 0.929 0.934 0.945 0.931

- w/o D, E 0.887 0.896 0.919 0.931 0.908

As shown in Tab. 3 and Tab. 4, both strategies 585

are indispensable for the effectiveness of DaMSTF, 586

and removing either strategy can result in perfor- 587

mance degeneration. Removing the domain adver- 588

sarial learning module (DaMSTF - w/o D) leads 589

to an average decrease from 0.713 to 0.623 on the 590

TWITTER dataset and from 0.942 to 0.918 on the 591

Amazon dataset. Without expanding the meta vali- 592

dation set, DaMSTF - w/o E performs worse than 593

DaMSTF on both the TWITTER dataset (0.630 vs. 594

0.731 on average) and the Amazon dataset(0.931 vs. 595

0.942 on average). After removing both strategies, 596

DaMSTF suffers a severe performance deteriora- 597

tion on both benchmark datasets. 598

5.3 Effect of the unlabeled dataset size 599

As illustrated in § 4.2, the second term 600

dH∆H(DT , Dl
T ∪DE) is close to dH∆H(DT , Du

T ) 601

in the whole training process. From this perspec- 602

tive, increasing the size of the unlabeled dataset can 603

improve the performance. To validate this, we sepa- 604

rately expose 0%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 605
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60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 100% of the unlabeled data606

during the training. These new unlabeled dataset607

are denote as Du
T (0%), Du

T (5%), . . . , Du
T (100%)608

respectively. The experiments are conducted on609

"Ott." Domain of TWITTER and the results are610

presented in Fig. 2.

0 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
exposure ratio. (%)

0.65

0.70

0.75

0.80

0.85

F1
 S
co

re

0.694
0.701

0.732

0.769
0.793

0.824
0.839 0.837

0.834

0.842

0.841

Figure 2: The impact of the size of Du
T .

611
From Fig. 2, we observe that the model performs612

poorly when using a small proportion of the un-613

labeled data in the training process. For example,614

exposing Du
T (5%) to the DaMSTF only achieves615

an F1 score of 0.701, which is 14.2% lower than the616

0.843 achieved by exposing the Du
T (100%). From617

0% to 50%, increasing the exposure ratio consis-618

tently improves the F1 score. The improvements619

saturate after more than 50% of the unlabeled data620

are exposed, which can be explained by the law of621

large numbers in the statistic theory (Kraaikamp622

and Meester, 2005). An exposure ratio of 50%623

can be regarded as a large number for approach-624

ing the unlabeled dataset. Thus, Du
T (50%) is close625

to Du
T (100%) and dH∆H(DT , Du

T (50%)) approxi-626

mates dH∆H(DT , Du
T (100%)), which leads to the627

performance saturation.628

6 Related Work629

Domain Adaptation Inspired by the taxon-630

omy in Ramponi and Plank (2020), we catego-631

rize the domain adaptation approaches into two632

categories: Feature-Alignment approaches and633

Data-Centric approaches. Feature-Alignment ap-634

proaches (Tzeng et al., 2014; Ganin et al., 2016;635

Saito et al., 2019) focus on aligning the feature636

space across domains. In contrast, Data-Centric637

approaches exploit the unlabeled data in the tar-638

get domain or select the relevant data from the639

source domain. To select relevant data, Moore and640

Lewis (2010); Plank and van Noord (2011) design641

a technique based on topic models for measuring642

the domain similarity, while Chen et al. (2021)643

takes a meta-learning algorithm to implicitly mea-644

sure the domain similarity. To exploit the unla- 645

beled data, pseudo labeling approaches, including 646

self-training (Zou et al., 2019), co-training (Chen 647

et al., 2011), and tri-training (Saito et al., 2017), are 648

widely applied and become an important direction. 649

650Meta-Learning Meta-learning is an emerging 651

new branch in machine learning that focuses on 652

providing better hyperparameters for model train- 653

ing, including but not limited to better initial 654

model parameters, e.g., MAML (Finn et al., 2017), 655

better learning rates, e.g., MetaSGD (Li et al., 656

2017), and better neural network architecture, e.g., 657

DARTs (Liu et al., 2018). Recent studies re- 658

vealed the prospect of providing better instance 659

weights (Ren et al., 2018; Shu et al., 2019). Later, 660

(Li et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2021; Wang et al., 661

2021) realize such meta-learning algorithms in 662

natural language processing tasks. Similar to 663

DaMSTF, Wang et al. (2021) also proposes to 664

combine the meta-learning algorithm and the self- 665

training approach, but their method focuses on the 666

neural sequence labeling task rather than the do- 667

main adaptation task. Also, they do not consider 668

the bias between the meta validation set and the 669

test set, whereas reducing such bias is an important 670

contribution of the DaMSTF. In addition, (Chen 671

et al., 2021) takes the meta-learning to achieve do- 672

main adaptation via reweighting the instances in 673

the source domain, whose differences to the pro- 674

posed DaMSTF are discussed in § 5. 675

7 Conclusion 676

This paper proposes an improved self-training 677

framework for domain adaptation, named DaMSTF. 678

DaMSTF extends the basic framework for self- 679

training approaches by involving a meta-learning 680

module, which alleviates the label noise problem in 681

self-training. To guarantee the effectiveness of the 682

meta-learning module, we propose a meta construc- 683

tor to improve the quality of the meta validation 684

set, and propose a domain adversarial module to 685

prevent the training guidance vanishment. Also, 686

the domain adversarial learning module can align 687

the feature space along with the self-training itera- 688

tions. Extensive experiments on two popular mod- 689

els, BiGCN and BERT, verify the effectiveness of 690

DaMSTF. The ablation studies demonstrate that the 691

meta-learning module, the meta constructor, and 692

the domain adversarial module are indispensable 693

for the effectiveness of the DaMSTF. The limita- 694

tion, ethical considerations, and social impacts of 695

this paper are in Appendix E and F. 696
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A Proof For Theorem 1888

Theorem 1. Let wi be the weight of the training889

instance i, denoted as (xi, yi), in B, the gradient890

of wi on LM can be represented by the similarity891

between the gradients on training instance i and892

the gradients on the meta validation set:893

∂LM (θ̂(w))

∂wi
= − η

|B| ·[
1

|DM |

|DM |∑
j=1

~gθ̂(xj , yj)
T ]·~gθ(xi, yi)894

where 1
|DM |

∑|DM |
j=1 ~gθ̂(xj , yj)

T is the gradients of895

θ̂ on DM , ~giθ(xi, yi) is the gradients of θ on the896

training instance i, η is the learning rate in Eq. (3)897

Proof. Based on Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) in § 3.2, we898

conclude the pseudo updated parameters θ̂(w) as:899

θ̂(w) = θ − η ·
1

|B|
·

∑
xi,yi∈B

wi ·
∂E(Φ(xi; θ), yi)

∂θ
(12)900

901

We then take the gradient of wi on θ̂(w) as:902

∂θ̂(w)

∂wi
= −

η

|B|
·
∂E(Φ(xi; θ), yi)

∂θ
(13)903

904
Based on Eq. (13), we derivate the gradient of wi905
on LM as:906

∂LM (θ̂(w))

∂wi
= [

∂LM (θ̂(w))

∂θ̂(w)
]
T · [

∂θ̂(w)

∂wi
]907

= [
1

|DM |
·
|DM |∑
j=1

∂E(Φ(xj ; θ̂(w)), yj)

∂θ̂(w)
]
T ·908

[−
η

|B|
·
∂E(Φ(xi; θ), yi)

∂θ
]909

= −
η

|B|
· [

1

|DM |

|DM |∑
j=1

~g
θ̂
(xj , yj)

T
] · ~gθ(xi, yi)910

(14)911

912

where the second line is obtained by substituting913

LM and θ̂ with Eq. (4) and Eq. (12). Substitute914

~gθ̂(xj , yj) =
∂E(Φ(xj ;θ̂(w)),yj)

∂θ̂(w)
and ~gθ(xi, yi) =915

∂E(Φ(xi;θ),yi)
∂θ and rearrange the terms, we obtain916

the third line. The proof of Theorem 1 is completed.917

918

B Proof For Theorem 2919

Definition 1. disagreement is a measure to quan-920
tify the different performances of two different hy-921
potheses on a specific dataset. Denote the two922
hypotheses as h1 and h2, and denote the specific923
dataset as D, then the disagreement of h1 and h2924
on D is formulated as:925

εD(h1, h2) =
1

|D|

|D|∑
i=1

[
1

C
∗ ||h1(x)− h2(x)||1] (15)926

where C is the number of classes, h1(x) and h2(x) 927

are one-hot vectors representing the models’ pre- 928

dictions. 929

Definition 2. H∆H-distance is a metric for eval- 930
uating the divergence of the data distribution be- 931
tween two datasets. Formally, H∆H-distance is 932
computed as: 933

dH∆H(D1, D2) = 2 sup
h1,h2∈H

|εD1
(h1, h2)− εD2

(h1, h2)| (16) 934

where H is the hypothesis space and sup denotes 935

the supremum. 936

The concepts disagreement and H∆H-distance 937

are introduced in Definition 1 and Definition 2, re- 938

spectively. Based on the disagreement and H∆H- 939

distance, the proof for Theorem 2 is presented as 940

below. 941

Theorem 2. Assume there exists an ideal hypoth- 942

esis, denoted as h∗, which correctly map all in- 943

stances in the target domain to their groud-truth 944

labels. In the self-training iteration t, let εDlT (ht) 945

and εDE (ht) be the error rate of the hypothesis ht 946

on Dl
T and DE , respectively. Then, the error rate 947

of the hypothesis ht on the target domain is upper 948

bounded by: 949

εDT (h
t
) ≤ ε

Dl
T
∪DE

(h
t
)+

1

2
dH∆H(DT , DlT∪DE)+ρ·εDE (h

∗
, h
t−1

)

(17) 950

951

where ρ = |DE |
|DlT |+|DE |

is a coefficient related to the 952

size of Dl
T and DE , εDlT∪DE (ht) is the error rate 953

of the hypothesis ht on the union of Dl
T and DE . 954

Proof. In the meta-learning module, the final ob- 955

jective is to minimize the risk loss on the meta 956

validation set Dl
T ∪ DE . Thus, according to the 957

learning theory (Ben-David et al., 2010), the upper 958

bound of the error rate on the test set (i.e., the target 959

domain) is: 960

εDT (h
t
) ≤ ε

Dl
T
∪DE

(h
t
) +

1

2
dH∆H(DT , DlT ∪DE) 961

+εDT (h
∗
) + ε

Dl
T
∪DE

(h
∗
) (18) 962

963

Because h∗ is an ideal hypothesis on the target 964

domain, εDT (h∗) = 0 holds true. 965

Expanding εDlT∪DE (h∗) with the definition in 966

11



Eq. (15),967

ε
Dl
T
∪DE

(h
∗
) =

1

|Dl
T
| + |DE |

∑
(x,y)∈Dl

T
∪DE

[
1

C
∗ ||h∗(x)− y||1]968

=
1

|Dl
T
| + |DE |

{
∑

(x,y)∈Dl
T

[
1

C
∗ ||h∗(x)− y||1]969

+
∑

(x,y)∈DE

[
1

C
∗ ||h∗(x)− y||1]}970

=
1

|Dl
T
| + |DE |

{|DlT | · εDl
T

(h
∗
) + |DE | · εDE (h

∗
)}971

(19)972

973

Substituting Eq. (19) into Eq. (18), we have:974

εDT (h
t
) ≤ ε

Dl
T
∪DE

(h
t
) +

1

2
dH∆H(DT , DlT ∪DE) + εDT (h

∗
)975

+
1

|DlT |+ |DE |
{|DlT | · εDl

T
(h
∗
) + |DE | · εDE (h

∗
)}976

(20)977

978

For any instance (x, y) ∈ DE , y is the pseudo label,979

i.e., the prediction of hypothesis ht−1. Thus, we980

have:981

εDE (h
∗
) =

1

|DE |
∑

(x,y)∈DE

[
1

C
∗ ||h∗(x)− y||1]982

=
1

|DE |
∑

(x,y)∈DE

[
1

C
∗ ||h∗(x)− ht−1

(x)||1]983

= εDE (h
∗
, h
t−1

) (21)984

985

Since Dl
T is a subset of DT , εDlT

(h∗) =986

0 holds true. By eliminating εDT (h∗) and987

εDlT
(h∗) in Eq.(20), and substituting εDE (h∗) with988

εDE (h∗, ht−1), we have:989

εDT (h
t
) ≤ ε

Dl
T
∪DE

(h
t
) +

1

2
dH∆H(DT , DlT ∪DE)990

+
|DE |

|DlT |+ |DE |
· εDE (h

∗
, h
t−1

)}991

992

The proof of Theorem 2 is completed.993

C Implementation Details994

The implementation of BiGCN to realize the ru-995

mor detection task is provided in (Bian et al.,996

2020), and we follow the description in (Bian et al.,997

2020) to train the BiGCN model with the TWIT-998

TER dataset. The implementation of BERT to999

realize the sentiment analysis task can be found1000

in (Devlin et al., 2019). We download the pre-1001

trained BERT from https://huggingface.1002

co/bert-base-uncased2 and fit the BERT1003

2under the license apache-2.0

on the Amazon dataset with the instruction in (De- 1004

vlin et al., 2019). Since DANN, CRST, MME, 1005

WIND, and BiAT are model agnostic, we imple- 1006

ment them according to the cited references (Ganin 1007

et al., 2016; Zou et al., 2019; Saito et al., 2019; 1008

Chen et al., 2021; Wang and Zhang, 2019). For the 1009

symbols in Algorithm 1, we set TM as 5, TD as 5, 1010

TG as 1. We set η1 and η2 in Algorithm 1 as 5e− 4 1011

and 5e − 3 for the BiGCN model, and as 5e − 6 1012

and 2e − 5 for the BERT model. We set both η 1013

in Eq. (3) and ε in Eq. (6) as 5e− 5 for the BERT 1014

model, and 5e− 3 for the BiGCN model. We set γ 1015

in Eq. (6) as 0.1 for both the BERT and the BiGCN 1016

model. We conduct all experiments the GeForce 1017

RTX 3090 GPU with 24GB memory. 1018

D Datasets 1019

TWITTER dataset is provided in the site3 under a 1020

CC-BY license. Amazon dataset is accessed from 1021

https://github.com/ruidan/DAS. The statistics of 1022

the TWITTER dataset and the Amazon dataset is 1023

listed in Tab. 5 and Tab. 6. 1024

Table 5: Statistics of the TWITTER dataset.
Domain Rumours Non-Rumours Total
Charlie Hebdo# 458 (22%) 1,621 (78%) 2,079
Ferguson# 284 (24.8%) 859 (75.2%) 1,143
Germanwings Crash 238 (50.7%) 231 (49.3%) 469
Ottawa Shooting 470 (52.8%) 420 (47.2%) 890
Sydney Siege 522 (42.8%) 699 (57.2%) 1,221
Total 1,921 (34.0%) 3,830 (66.0%) 5,802

Table 6: Statistics of the Amazon dataset
Domains positive negative unlabeled
books 1000 (50%) 1000(50%) 6001
dvd 1000 (50%) 1000 (50%) 34,742
electronics 1000 (50%) 1000 (50%) 13,154
kitchen 1000 (50%) 1000 (50%) 16,786

E Limitation 1025

Although our approach produces promising results 1026

on two datasets, there are certain limitations. In the 1027

future, we will continue to dig into these concerns. 1028

Firstly, we evaluate the DaMSTF on two classifi- 1029

cation tasks. We do not conduct experiments on 1030

other complex NLP tasks, such as machine trans- 1031

lation (Yang et al., 2018) or named entity recogni- 1032

tion (Jia et al., 2019), although domain adaptation 1033

is also important in these tasks. Actually, classifica- 1034

tion is a fundamental task, and other complex NLP 1035

applications can be specified as a case of classifica- 1036

tion. For example, named entity recognition can be 1037

formulated as a word-word relation classification 1038

task (Li et al., 2022). Furthermore, DaMSTF is an 1039

3https://figshare.com/ndownloader/articles/6392078/versions/1
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improved version of self-training, so it would not1040

be hard to apply DaMSTF in the tasks that can be1041

solved with self-training approaches. In the future,1042

we will investigate our method on other NLP tasks.1043

Secondly, this paper lacks a theoretical analy-1044

sis for the convergence of the meta-learning mod-1045

ule in the DaMSTF. Although similar algorithms1046

(L2R (Ren et al., 2018) or meta-weight-net (Shu1047

et al., 2019)) provide thorough theoretical analyses1048

for convergence, it is hard to apply their theoretical1049

results to the DaMSTF due to the different designs.1050

Nonetheless, our implementation of DaMSTF con-1051

verges in all experiments, providing empirical re-1052

sults for the convergence of DaMSTF.1053

Thirdly, the design in DaMSTF carries out extra1054

computation overhead, which is reflected in two as-1055

pects: (i) In every self-training iteration, we use the1056

domain adversarial learning module to re-initialize1057

the model’s parameters for model retraining. Thus,1058

the training process in the domain adversarial learn-1059

ing module carries out extra computation overhead.1060

(ii) In the model retraining phase, the updating of1061

the model’s parameters are accompanied by the1062

updating of the instances weights, i.e., TM step in1063

Algorithm 1. Thus, the training cost in DaMSTF is1064

higher than in previous self-training approaches. In1065

our implementation, we find that a larger batchsize1066

can accelerate the convergence of domain adver-1067

sarial learning, thereby alleviating the first kind of1068

computation overhead. Also, the approximation1069

techniques in Eq. (6) can effectively reduce the1070

computation cost in the meta-learning module (as1071

illustrated in § 3.2), thereby reducing the second1072

kind of computation overhead. In the future, we1073

will investigate other techniques to accelerate the1074

DaMSTF.1075

F Ethical considerations and social1076

impacts1077

This paper involves the use of existing artifact(s),1078

including two benchmark datasets and the pre-1079

trained BERT model. Their intention for providing1080

the artifacts is to inspire the following research, our1081

use is consistent with their intended use.1082

Rumor, as well as rumor detection, is very sensi-1083

tive for the social order. In this paper, we conduct1084

experiments on a rumor detection task and prepare1085

to release the code in the future. Since the model’s1086

prediction is not that reliable, it may lead to social1087

harm when the model’s error prediction is used1088

with malicious intentions. For example, people1089

may use the model’s error prediction as support 1090

evidence, so as to deny a correct claim or to ap- 1091

prove a rumor claim. Here, we seriously declare 1092

that the model’s prediction cannot be taken as the 1093

support evidence. In the released code, we will 1094

constrain the input format of the model, making 1095

the unprofessional individuals unable to directly 1096

use the model. 1097
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